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NAS RK is pleased to announce that Bulletin of NAS RK scientific journal has been 

accepted for indexing in the Emerging Sources Citation Index, a new edition of Web of Science. 
Content in this index is under consideration by Clarivate Analytics to be accepted in the Science 
Citation Index Expanded, the Social Sciences Citation Index, and the Arts & Humanities Citation 
Index. The quality and depth of content Web of Science offers to researchers, authors, 
publishers, and institutions sets it apart from other research databases. The inclusion of Bulletin 
of NAS RK in the Emerging Sources Citation Index demonstrates our dedication to providing the 
most relevant and influential multidiscipline content to our community. 

 
 
Қазақстан Республикасы Ұлттық ғылым академиясы "ҚР ҰҒА Хабаршысы" ғылыми журна-

лының Web of Science-тің жаңаланған нұсқасы Emerging Sources Citation Index-те индекстелуге 
қабылданғанын хабарлайды. Бұл индекстелу барысында Clarivate Analytics компаниясы журналды 
одан əрі the Science Citation Index Expanded, the Social Sciences Citation Index жəне the Arts & 
Humanities Citation Index-ке қабылдау мəселесін қарастыруда. Web of Science зерттеушілер, 
авторлар, баспашылар мен мекемелерге контент тереңдігі мен сапасын ұсынады. ҚР ҰҒА 
Хабаршысының Emerging Sources Citation Index-ке енуі біздің қоғамдастық үшін ең өзекті жəне 
беделді мультидисциплинарлы контентке адалдығымызды білдіреді.  

 
 
НАН РК сообщает, что научный журнал «Вестник НАН РК» был принят для индексирования 

в Emerging Sources Citation Index, обновленной версии Web of Science. Содержание в этом индек-
сировании находится в стадии рассмотрения компанией Clarivate Analytics для дальнейшего 
принятия журнала в the Science Citation Index Expanded, the Social Sciences Citation Index и the Arts 
& Humanities Citation Index. Web of Science предлагает качество и глубину контента для 
исследователей, авторов, издателей и учреждений. Включение Вестника НАН РК в Emerging 
Sources Citation Index демонстрирует нашу приверженность к наиболее актуальному и 
влиятельному мультидисциплинарному контенту для нашего сообщества. 
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DIGITAL SPACE:  
CHANGES IN SOCIETY AND SECURITY AWARENESS 

 
Abstract. Digital transformation of world permits all areas in our life from economy to policy, society and 

culture. The recent scandal with community service center and data protection showed how much sensitive we are in 
front of cyber-attacks and vulnerable when it comes to our personal security. The security awareness is necessary 
skill in present life, it’s important for our job, social interactions and etc. EAUE stepped in new stage of interaction 
its formation of Digital Space, where no borders or limitation of information and resources. Cybersecurity as a natio-
nal strategy and plan needs to deliver not only better security in government and business services, but a fundamental 
shift in the safety of the electronic environment in which they operate. Over the last 20 years, the IT community has 
failed to deliver a data utility that has the level of trust common in other utilities. What can the IT community do to 
turn around the current obstacles to developing an effective digital society? The purpose of this research paper is to 
discuss the security challenges that are associated with the digital age. The topic of cyber security is one that should 
be talked about more often in today’s society. This paper points out the importance of cyber security awareness and 
protection. It touches on the major ideas of why our community and corporations are currently in a predicament. 
Lastly, the paper ends with proposed solutions on what can be done to address cyber security challenges in digital 
life. 

Keywords: security; mobile devices; security awareness; cyber threats, digitalization, digital space. 
 
Introduction. Mobile devices (i.e., cellphones, laptops, tablets) have become an indispensable part of 

our everyday life, since they fulfill the increasing users’ desire for Internet connectivity and access to 
information, social and private networks at any time and place. Owing to the proliferation of “smart” 
devices and the escalating dependency on them with respect to the execution of everyday tasks, they have 
evolved from a communication medium to a multifunctional equipment. The reduced cost, in combination 
with the increasing computational and storage capacity of mobile devices, allow them to accommodate 
critical functionalities with significant security and safety related impact such as e-banking, control 
systems and Internet of things architectures. Such devices do not simply store information related to their 
owners, but also receive data on people and infrastructure related in some way to them. As a result, they 
can retrieve, store and modify extensive quantities of diverse and potentially sensitive information. 

Furthermore, the users are accustomed to the notion of continuous connectivity, even across networks 
with potentially unknown configurations. Such transmissions are likely to be vulnerable to unauthorized 
access and, consequently, they constitute a security risk. In many cases, these risks materialize as direct 
criminal attacks, such as privacy intrusions or unauthorized disruptions of communication. Moreover, they 
can expose the users to more complex types of malicious activity, such as identity theft, blackmailing, 
active data collection, or defamation. In light of the increasing risks due to the aforementioned use of 
mobile devices, it is important that users are aware of the risks they are exposed to and, more importantly, 
that they are informed about how to protect themselves. 

The exponential spread and scale-up of digital technologies and services has profound global 
implications, creating opportunities for sustainable development and inclusive growth, but at the same 
time new threats and challenges. Digitalization has an important role to play in a wide range of areas 
including gender, good governance, transparency and accountability, the fight against corruption, job 
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creation and private sector development, access to micro-finance, improving access to public services - 
notably energy, protecting the environment and addressing climate change, providing humanitarian aid, 
promoting education, health or agriculture. As such, digital solutions can help combat poverty, contribute 
to better targeting and the linking of humanitarian and development activities, and help to manage 
migration and address shortcomings in a number of EU partner countries where identification and civil 
registries, digital entrepreneurship and Small and Medium Enterprises (SME's), e-Services, e-Government, 
mobile financing or blockchain secured transactions can reduce inequalities and increase prosperity. 
Digitalization acts as an accelerator and enabler of many, perhaps all of the SDGs. The 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development sets specific targets in this respect.  

Security awareness is the knowledge and attitude members of an organization possess regarding the 
protection of the physical, and especially informational, assets of that organization. Many organizations 
require formal security awareness training for all workers when they join the organization and periodically 
thereafter, usually annually. 

The ability to evolve a digital society and to gain the many promised benefits depends in large part on 
a widespread confidence in the fabric of cyberspace. The denial-of-service attacks against Paypal and 
Amazon.com (2010), CNN (2008), Twitter (2009), the Australian Parliament (2010) and US oil firms 
(2011) may or may not have been successful in damaging the target, and indeed may have been used for 
publicity by Internet security companies, but they have increased public concern over security in 
cyberspace. The more serious intrusion attacks against Sony Corp. (in which credit card details of thou-
sands of gamers were released) and RSA (in which highly sensitive information relating to its secure two-
factor authentication device was compromised) demonstrate that the Internet is increasingly a very 
dangerous place to operate. 

So what has changed on the Internet? The answer, of course, is everything – business activities, infor-
mation technology, the communications environment and the threat landscape. Today, vendors and at-
tackers have become embroiled in a cyber arms race, and users are the losers. There are regular reports of 
government and business systems being infiltrated and data breaches in government departments. 
Consumers’ computers, wireless modems and, increasingly, cell phones are being subverted, and even the ba-
sic fabric of cyberspace is under attack, with nations demonstrating their ability to take control of the Internet.  

In the last five years, there have been a number of fundamental shifts in technology and its use that 
require equally fundamental shifts in attitudes towards security. Information technology has evolved from 
purely a means of systems automation into an essential characteristic of society: cyberspace. The kind of 
quality, reliability and availability that has traditionally been associated only with power and water 
utilities is now essential for the technology used to deliver government and business services running in 
cyberspace. 

Technology is changing rapidly, and another fundamental shift is occurring with the emergence of 
cloud computing. Cloud computing enables individuals and organizations to access application services 
and data from anywhere via a web interface; it is essentially an application service provider model of 
delivery with attitude. The economies possible through use of cloud, rather than internal IT solutions, will 
inevitably see the majority of businesses and, increasingly, governments running in the cloud within the 
next five years. This substantially changes the ways in which organizations can affect and manage both 
their IT function and security in their systems. 

Today’s security standards were developed in a world in which computers were subject to fraud and 
other criminal activities by individuals inside and, in some cases, outside the organization. However, this 
has changed in the last five years with the rapid increase in organized cybercrime through the emergence 
of robot networks (botnets), which enable criminal activity to be conducted on an unprecedented global 
scale and can also be used as force multipliers to deliver massive denial-of-service attacks on targeted 
businesses – at a level at which nations are increasingly at risk of being cut off from the global Internet. 

Unfortunately, the capability of national police forces to stop global cybercrime is developing much 
more slowly than the technical abilities of cybercriminals. Cybercrime is now arguably a bigger issue than 
illegal drugs. The adoption of the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime is setting the scene for a 
global response to cybercrime, and there are signs that police forces globally are working together. 
However, much more needs to be done to develop the concept of a global jurisdiction before an 
adequately agile response to cybercrime can be developed. 
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Understanding the Threat Source. Clearly, understanding the source of any threat and the like-
lihood of the threat being a danger to an organisation’s business interests is a critical first step in building 
a cybersecurity strategy. Steven Bucci describes the threat actors as shown in figure.  

 

 
 

Steven Bucci”s model of treat factors 
 

Steven Bucci shows that while cyberthreats are changing from individual hackers through organized 
crime and terrorist-based attacks to national- or state-sponsored cyberattacks, the level of danger is 
correspondingly increasing. Thus, while individuals may cause mayhem, it has been largely unsustainable 
and fairly contained. Now an attack may result in widespread destruction and an ongoing undermining of 
state sovereignty. 

There is no single solution or panacea to the issues of cybersecurity, nor should there be. Each 
organization should assess what its needs are, how it intends to conduct its business activities and what the 
risks are to that process. There is a plethora of highly capable solutions that can then be implemented and, 
more important, maintained. 

Consumers in cyberspace, be they government, industry or society, continue to be more mobile, more 
demanding and less tolerant of failure. While there is an increased awareness of threats, often the 
increased adoption of security comes only after data breaches and system failures. 

What is cyber security and why should we care? Cyber security has become a new concept in the last 
decade. With technology advancing every day our society is becoming more connected than we have ever 
been before. While these advances are making our daily lives easier they are also adding extra risks to our 
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personal information. Most people do not think about their identities getting stolen when they make an 
online purchase, check their email, or use social media. However, each time that you put your personal 
information on the Internet you are at risk of that information getting stolen. This is especially true for 
students, who spend so much time online doing school activities. Every time that they login to do school 
work, they are putting themselves at risk. There are many simple ways that these risks can be reduced, but 
it starts with cyber security awareness. 

Cyber Security. The internet is not a secured space. It is an area where currently there are not many 
regulations. It is where anyone can put up, take down, or gather as much information as they want (Hall, 
2012). It is open for anyone to place any information that they want online. Cyber security is becoming an 
increasingly talked about topic. With more and more people making their personal information available 
online than ever before, it is becoming a hacker’s paradise. There are multiple different schemes that have 
been happening recently that are associated with Internet usage. Some of these scams involve hackers 
cracking passwords to get access to personal information and criminals using phishing techniques to 
gather information that they can use to steal individual’s identities. Lastly, some schemes include phishing 
techniques used to con people out of money (Jansson & von Solms, 2013). 

However, most individuals do not know about all of these scams and are unaware when they are 
happening to them. Because of this, people do not know how to protect themselves and how to stop being 
a target. It is important that we, as a nation, focus on making these individuals aware of the potential risks 
associated with the Internet. Cyber security needs to be more common knowledge and education needs to 
be more readily available. It is important for us to help educate individuals on what they can do to stop 
and prevent potential cyber security attacks. It is also especially important that our students to be able to 
recognize potential threats. Therefore, cyber security, awareness, and education needs to be taught at the 
higher education level. 

Awareness. We log into our email account, bank account, or social media account and we do not 
even think about the process. These are the types of activities that hacker’s make a living off of. The 
majority of people are not only unaware that cyber threats are real, but are also unaware of what to do 
about them. Most people just hope or assume that identity theft and phishing attacks are not going to 
happen to them. Ignorance is bliss after all. But, making society aware that even the smallest tasks can 
pose potential threats is crucial for their safety. 

Awareness is the first step in reducing the number of identity thefts and personal information threats. 
The majority of individuals understand that by having their personal information online that they are 
taking a risk of that information being compromised. However, they do not possess the knowledge to 
know how to protect themselves. These people also understand that they should not include very sensitive 
information online, such as their social security numbers. Yet, they do not realize that even accessing your 
email could be just as detrimental to their safety. 

Individuals believe that if they have a unique password then they are protecting themselves enough 
that they do not have to worry about cyber security threats (McCrohan, Engel, & Harvey, 2010). While 
this is a good first step, and it is strongly recommended to create unique passwords, it still simply is not 
enough to keep information private. Most hackers have the technology and knowledge to know how to 
decrypt these passwords or bypass them completely. Each day that our technology is improving is another 
day that hackers are figuring out how to crack that technology. “There is no argument whatsoever that the 
proliferation of devices and information are empowering. Technology is today far more democratically 
available than it was yesterday and less than it will be tomorrow” (Geer, 2015). 

Likewise, much of the population believes that installing virus protection or spy software onto their 
computers is enough. They think that this software is going to save them from ever being hacked or 
having their information stolen (McCrohan, Engel, & Harvey, 2010). This is also simply not true. We 
need to change this way of thinking by helping society recognize the signs of the potential threats and 
risks. We then need to hand them the information that they need to keep themselves safe and protected. 
Some of the signs that users need to be aware of that usually indicate a phishing attempt are: words being 
misspelled, a certain degree of urgency or “deadlines”, fake names and web links, and a request for 
personal information (Lungu & Tӑbuşcӑ, 2010). 

Mobile Awareness. Cyber security threats are not only common with computers. These threats are 
becoming increasingly popular on mobile devices. This is something that everyone, including students 
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need to become aware of as well. With just as much information, if not more, on our cell phones as on our 
computers, hackers are starting to utilize the same technics that they do for computer phishing as they are 
now using for mobile device phishing. This threat is also something that students also need to recognize 
and become aware of. Behaviors need to change with both computer and mobile device usage. Just 
because your phone is almost always in your possession does not mean that the information in it is 
secured. 

Education needs to become more available for both computer security and mobile device security as 
well. Many corporations are at risk because their employees are not knowledgeable on internet protection. 
This problem is one that needs to be addressed at the higher education level with college students (Patten 
& Harris, 2013). Many of the same security threats that are associated with computers are also associated 
with mobile devices. However, mobile devices pose more threats and challenges when it comes to 
protecting your information. This is because your cell phone usually holds more personal data than your 
computer does. Also, with mobile devices constantly moving in and out of Wi-Fi networks, many of 
which are unsecured, it makes stealing data easier for hackers. Another problem with mobile device 
security is the amount of malware being downloaded from App downloads. Malware on mobile devices is 
now higher than it is for PCs (Patten & Harris, 2013). 

Creating a Safer Future. Teaching cyber security awareness and protection to students is not only 
important for their personal safety, but it is also setting us up for a safer future. Many of the threats that 
companies face could have been prevented if their employees were more educated on the subject of cyber 
security. “The state cyber-security in the United States is suffering from a lack of attention from industry 
and academia” (Pappalardo, 2004). This is leaving large corporations unprotected because their employees 
are not trained in this field. This is also leaving many of their client’s personal information unsafe and 
unsecured. It is the responsibility of The Department of Education to address attention to this major issue. 

In fact, this issue is becoming “a matter of local and global importance” (U.S. Schools Not Preparing 
Kids for Digital Age, 2013). The workplace is filled with challenges associated with the digital age. Stu-
dents in the United States are coming out of college not prepared to handles these challenges. This is 
making it difficult for employers who are looking for an IT professional that can help them with their 
cyber security needs. Since employers are not able to find these professionals who are both trained in 
general IT and security, it is leaving the employers and their company vulnerable. “Not only must students 
know how to stay safer online at school and at home, but they also must be equipped to deal with the 
workplace challenges of the digital age” (U.S. Schools Not Preparing Kids for Digital Age, 2013). 

Technology is continuing to change and therefore curriculum needs to be changing along with it. 
“Cybersecurity is perhaps the most difficult intellectual profession on the planet” (Geer, 2015). Employers 
are realizing that they need more employees that have technology and security knowledge, but are finding 
it difficult to find students with the right combination of knowledge and expertise (Patten & Harris, 2013). 
They are finding that students are usually trained in specific areas of IT, but not with knowledge of cyber 
security practices. Colleges and Universities should be steering students towards degrees and careers that 
focus on cyber security and IT practices for the future safety of US organizations (Peterson, 2014). 

Proposed Solutions. So what is to be done about this ever increasing dilemma? Well, there are a few 
options. The first option is to make everyone aware of the problem and get them excited about learning 
about cyber security. President Obama has taken the first step in making this come to life. He has declared 
that October will be National Cyber Security Awareness Month (Homeland Security, 2016). NCSAM is 
all about getting both the public and private sectors aware that the internet affect’s all of our daily lives, 
whether we realize it or not. The month is filled with events that are aimed at making the community 
aware of the threats associated with the internet. In addition to NCSAM, January 28th has been declared 
National Data Privacy Day (StaySafeOnline.org). On this day the National Cyber Security Alliance holds 
an event to promote cyber security awareness. They encourage users to STOP. THINK. CONNECT. All 
of these events are a great way to get information out to the public. However, for it to sink in for users and 
to make a difference we need this information to be important all year long, not just in October or on Ja-
nuary 28th. These events are great for awareness and for getting the public excited about cyber security, 
but the end goal is for this information to be important year round. 

The second option to solving this problem is starting cyber security education at younger ages. This 
topic should be just as important as history and gym. We need to start education in the middle school and 
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high school levels. If we education students when they are younger, then there is a chance that we can get 
them excited about cyber security. We can create passion in students and they will then continue with that 
passion into college and their future careers. "Kids and teens have embraced the digital world with great 
intensity, spending as many as eight hours a day online by some estimates” (U.S. Schools Not Preparing 
Kids for Digital Age, 2013). This option will work because kids are already interested in the digital world, 
now we need to get them interested in how to protect themselves. We need to create a generation of cyber 
security enthusiasts. 

The third option is to better educate our teachers. A major reason that our students are not educated 
on the affects cyber security is because our teachers are not educated on the subject either. “Yet, few 
…educators are teaching topics that would prepare students to be cyber-capable employees or 
cybersecurity-aware college students” (U.S. Schools Not Preparing Kids for Digital Age, 2013). The only 
way that we can expect student’s behavior to change is if we teach them the proper way to handle these 
situations. Therefore, students who are now enrolled in teaching programs should be required to take 
cyber security courses. And current teachers should focus on online safety and cyber security awareness 
when taking continuing education courses and professional development training. 

Lastly, the fourth option is for the academic community and corporations to team up (Pappalardo, 
2004). We need to know what these corporations are looking for in an IT professional when they come out 
of college. We need to know what their company’s needs are. Then the academic community will be able 
to come up with curriculum that meets and exceeds those needs. We need to start producing college 
graduates that possess the knowledge, skills, and capabilities to handle the new challenges that are 
associated with the digital age and cyber security. 

Conclusion. Cyber security awareness is more important now than it has ever been before. Threats to 
personal information is increasing and identities are getting stolen every day. Making individuals aware of 
this is the first step. The second step is giving individuals the tools and knowledge that they need to 
protect themselves.  

Being security aware means you understand that there is the potential for some people to deliberately 
or accidentally steal, damage, or misuse the data that is stored within a company's computer systems and 
throughout its organization. Therefore, it would be prudent to support the assets of the institution (infor-
mation, physical, and personal) by trying to stop that from happening. 

According to the European Network and Information Security Agency, 'Awareness of the risks and 
available safeguards is the first line of defense for the security of information systems and networks. With 
technology advancing every day our society is becoming more connected than we have ever been before. 
While these advances are making our daily lives easier they are also adding extra risks to our personal 
information. Most people do not think about their identities getting stolen when they make an online pur-
chase, check their email, or use social media. However, each time that you put your personal information 
on the Internet you are at risk of that information getting stolen. This is especially true for young gene-
ration, who spend so much time online doing school activities. Every time that they login to do some 
work; they are putting themselves at risk. There are many simple ways that these risks can be reduced, but 
it starts with cyber security awareness. 

The Internet and social media have become powerful channels for learning about public policy 
issues, exhorting friends and family to vote and supporting one’s favorite causes or candidates. Over the 
last 20 years, there has been immense growth in the number of computing and network services, enabling 
transactions to be undertaken by the smallest businesses across a global marketplace. At the same time, 
there has been a growing community of individuals who have sought to exploit the vulnerabilities of 
network devices, computer systems and applications. 

IT systems have proved over the last 20 years to be less than perfect, requiring compensating controls 
to address problems when they arise. Vendors continually release tactical patches and upgrades to fix 
problems, but hackers with knowledge, skills and capability have developed and released exploits and 
easy-to-use tools to enable even the least technical users to become adversaries. Security is not an adjunct 
or add-on to cyberspace; it is a fundamental aspect that must be considered alongside all other core func-
tions to ensure that the business can meet its strategic objectives. Academics need to include cybersecurity 
as a core component of computer and information science to deliver a workforce properly prepared for its 
role in the digital society. The organization’s leaders need to ensure that security architectures are deve-
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loped to reflect the needs of the business, that the people it employs are certified professionals and 
tradespeople, and that the technology products and services that it uses are fit for purpose. For its part, 
government can usefully set the necessary standards and lead by example. 

New governance models need to be developed that provide a consistent and effective basis for trust in 
a business process co-sourcing environment, and should ensure the existence of testing, monitoring and 
business continuity. Security technology continues to be complex and unwieldy, and not well aligned with 
consumer needs. Having to remember multiple IDs and complex passwords is a major inconvenience and 
a cause of many security issues. Posting personal information to public sites continues to be a contributing 
factor to identity theft. Firewalls protect what information is left behind inside the corporate electronic 
perimeter, but do little to protect the vast amount of business-sensitive information outside. Intrusion 
detection systems detect yesterday’s problems, but not tomorrow’s problems. Security models, archi-
tectures and technologies need to reflect these concerns. 

Multiple activities within the business do not mean that there should be multiple security architec-
tures to support them. Having a single, consistent and persistent approach that is proven and flexible is 
much easier to maintain. However, this does require a good understanding of the business objectives, the 
operational market and the risks the business faces. Hence, the security model must recognize that 
protection of services and information in itself is not enough; the company must be able to recover from 
failure and continue to operate at a level expected by its operating partners and customers. And, it must be 
able to demonstrate that capability on a continuous basis. 
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САНДЫҚ КЕҢІСТІК: ҚОҒАМДАҒЫ ӨЗГЕРІСТЕР  

ЖƏНЕ ҚАУІПСІЗДІК МƏСЕЛЕЛЕРІ 
 

Аннотация. Əлемдегі сандық жаңару өмірімізде экономикадан бастап саясатқа дейінгі аймақты, қоғам 
мен мəдениетті қамтиды. Жақын арада халыққа қызмет көрсету орталығындағы жеке мəліметтердің жоғалу 
жағдайы біздің кибершабуылға əлсіздігімізді көрсетті, бұл жерде қауіпсіздік мəселесі де бар. Қауіпсіздік 
шараларын білу жəне түсіну – өзіміздің жұмысымыз үшін, əлеуметтік қарым-қатынастар үшін қажет дағды. 
ЕАЭС өзара қарым-қатынастың жаңа кезеңіне аяқ басты, бұл – ақпарат пен ресурстарда шектеу болмайтын 
Сандық Кеңістіктің қалыптасуы. Киберқауіпсіздік ұлттық стратегия сияқты дамуы керек, ол іскерлік қызмет 
көрсету нарығында қауіпсіздікті қамтамасыз етіп қоймай, ІТ қоршаған ортадағы қауіпсіздікті түпкілікті 
өзгерту жоспарын да қамтиды. Бұл ғылыми-зерттеу жұмыстарының мақсаты – сандық ғасырмен байланысты 
қауіпсіздік мəселелерін талқылау. Киберқауіпсіздік тақырыбы бүгінгі қоғамда жиі айтылатын мəселе. Атал-
ған мақала қоғамдағы қауіпсіздік мəселесін тұтастай қарастырады. Біз сандық өмірде киберқауіпсіздікті 
қамтамасыз ететін нақты шешімдерді ұсындық 

Түйін сөздер: қауіпсіздік, мобильді құрылғылар, қауіпсіздік мəселелері, кибер қауіптер, сандық кеңіс-
тік, сандық трансформациясы. 
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ЦИФРОВОЕ ПРОСТРАНСТВО:  
ИЗМЕНЕНИЯ В ОБЩЕСТВЕ И ВОПРОСЫ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ 

 
Аннотация. Цифровое преобразование мира охватывает все области нашей жизни – от экономики до 

политики, общества и культуры. Недавний скандал с ЦОН и утечкой личных данных показал, насколько 
уязвимы мы перед кибератаками, когда дело доходит до нашей личной безопасности. Знание и понимание 
мер безопасности – необходимый навык в существующей жизни, это важно для нашей работы, социальных 
взаимодействий и т.д. ЕАЭС вступил в новый этап взаимодействия, это – формирование Цифрового Про-
странства, где не существуют границ или ограничений информации и ресурсов. Кибербезопасность должна 
развиваться как национальная стратегия и план, в рамках, которых должна обеспечить не только лучшую 
безопасность в правительстве и рынке деловых услугах, но и фундаментальное изменение в безопасности IT 
окружающей среды, в которой они работают. Цель этой научно-исследовательской работы состоит в том, 
чтобы обсудить проблемы безопасности, которые связаны с цифровым веком. Тема кибербезопасности – это 
та проблема, о которой нужно говорить чаще в сегодняшнем обществе. Данная статья рассматривает про-
блемы безопасности общества в целом. Мы попытались предложить определенные решения того, что может 
быть сделано, для того, чтобы обеспечить кибербезопасность в цифровой жизни. 

Ключевые слова: безопасность; мобильные устройства; вопросы безопасности; кибер угрозы, цифро-
вая трансформация, цифровое пространство. 
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